
S/N STARFUND Website Information Description
1 Name of the Course AI Quality Training – Roles and responsibilities for leaders
2

Course Overview
In this training course, organisational leaders will learn to identify and manage individual and organisational risks associated with AI technology, understand 
the impact of AI regulations and standards, and acquire knowledge about AI performance metrics and industry best practices. Participants will comprehend 
their roles, responsibilities and liabilities and will be enabled to plan their AI development and adoption strategy.

3 (i) Course Duration 4 hours
3 (ii) Course Venue Online MS teams/ F2F at TUV SUD training site (subject to availability)
3 (iii) Course Format / Medium Instructor Led Training
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Course Learning Objectives

• identify technology that currently is (or foreseeably will be) governed by AI standards and regulations
• manage risks and opportunities in AI
• classify AI roles, responsibilities, and liabilities for organisations and individuals 
• specify key components of AI governance
• set AI quality targets
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Course Outline

Importance of AI quality
a. Introduction to AI and the need for AI quality
b. Current and upcoming regulation of AI 
c. Roles, responsibilities and liabilities
AI quality framework to establish trust in AI and scale AI applications        
a. Compliance of AI systems and services
b. Readiness of organisations as developer and user of AI
c. Performance metrics and industry best practices
Path towards AI quality  
a. Skills and responsibilities - Train your AI leads and assign roles to implement AI quality
b. Assess your organisation’s AI quality readiness 
c. Stepwise implementation of an AI quality framework"

6 Cerification (if any) Certificate of Completion / Participation
7 (i) Pre-requiste (if any) None
7 (ii) Who is the target audience (e.g. Tech Professionals, 

Entrepreneurs etc.) Organization leaders, Management

7 Price (before discount) SGD 1500
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Additional Details

“The TÜV SÜD Seminar on AI Quality Management is a must for responsible AI developers building the solutions of a digital tomorrow. The seminar is 
comprehensive and it gives an excellent overview of the breadth of AI Quality. Hands-on examples, carefully selected references, and good seminar 
documentation provide a north star for our own developments.”
- Dr. Christoph Hofmann, Head of Cooperative Safety Solutions, SICK AG

10 Website Link https://www.tuvsud.com/en-sg/services/training/instructor-led-courses/ai-quality#


